1988 ford ranger carburetor

It looked great and was fun to drive, but it required constant attention. After the usual
pre-internet newspaper and magazine search I wound up with a silver short box, with a 5-speed,
2. The previous owner had bought it as a cosmetic write-off, then repaired and repainted it over
several years of free time. Originally a zero option truck, he had partially upgraded to an XLT
interior so although it had a rubber floor mat, it also had nice door panels, cloth bench seat and
a radio. Beyond that it was dead nuts simple. Driving The Wee Truck took a firm hand on the
tiller. The unbelievably heavy armstrong steering was about 6 turns lock to lock, and the
unassisted disc brakes took a firm shove on the pedal. A first time driver of The Wee Truck had
to take a short tutorial to avoid immediately careening into oncoming traffic. The uninitiated
would approach a turn by placing their foot lightly on the brake and turning the wheel a quarter
turn, which would result in the Ranger continuing in a straight line at unchecked speed followed
by frantic wheel wrenching, pedal mashing and a string of curses. It was just the thing for a
young active couple. The short box was never an issue; it accepted camping gear, bicycles,
home renovation supplies and garbage. Remember this, it becomes significant later. The Wee
Truck carried many and varied loads. In addition to this Honda , we helped move friends, and
moved ourselves a couple of times. Once I bought a yard of loose topsoil, and the backhoe
operator heaped the entire bed to overflowing. All in all The Wee Truck was great. There was
only one thing I disliked about it:. Behold the mighty 73hp 2. The Wee Truck was the slowest
gasoline powered vehicle I have ever driven before or since. Ontario has emissions testing
every two years, and on these occasions that Aisan two barrel carburetor became the scourge
of my existence. Every two years I rebuilt the carburetor so it would run a little better, and every
two years it would barely squeak out a pass, with unburned hydrocarbons right on the limit.
Despite my biennial carburetor annoyance the Ranger was otherwise highly reliable, with only a
single noteworthy failure. One sunny afternoon at the park I returned to The Wee Truck and
started it up to go home. The starter solenoid had jammed, and the entire electrical contents of
my oversized premium DieHard battery were being fed to the starter motor in a single meal. I
stood back and watched as the starter ground on and on, and the wisp of smoke from under the
hood became a column. Amazingly nothing caught fire or exploded, and I returned later with a
pair of pliers, disconnected the solenoid, push started the wee truck and drove home. The
whole family still fit in the Ranger, although with the infant car seat installed only first, third and
fifth gears were available. The first was when I got a new job. It was for a tier one automotive
supplier, and a big step up in responsibility for me. Guess which vehicle belongs to the
company owner. The commute was over an hour each way. I should have expected this, but The
Wee Truck responded to being driven three times as far by wearing out and breaking three
times as fast. Truck maintenance became a series of late night and weekend thrashes so I could
continue to get to work. The other was that Mrs DougD became pregnant again. One day I was
pulled out of a meeting at work and told that my very pregnant Wife had fallen and I was to meet
her immediately at the hospital. How my foot tried to push the gas pedal through the floor as I
wrung the truck out on the highway. Luckily baby turned herself back in time to be born healthy
two days later, but I looked at The Wee Truck in a different light after that. In the spring of I had
a lot on my shoulders. The company was teetering on the edge of bankruptcy, and tempers
flared as the project managers fought each other for scant resources. The Wee Truck needed a
ton of work. It was running worse than ever, the emissions testing deadline was looming and I
had no time. One wet snowy morning it absolutely refused to start, and I snapped. Two days
later a lightly used Focus ZTS was in the driveway. The Ranger languished in the snow, and
once the weather warmed up and it would run again I sold it for little more than the value of its
rust free bed and fibreglass cap. A ten year relationship and it ended with shouting. I had a 92
Green ranger 3. I loved that truck. Also like you, kids and job at the time demanded a different
rig. Now four kids later,â€¦. I know the feeling. Even after all the trouble it gave you at the end,
you still feel like you let one of your buddies down. It puzzles me however why these smaller
pickups disappeared from the market. I ran across a nice Mazda B a few weeks ago posted on
Cohort and it struck me that the market seems to have forgotten about this likely sizeable niche.
I was working as a sales rep for a Ford Dealer in This had no options not even a back bumper.
They sold by the truck load!! Young kids first car, extra vehicle to have around the house, light
duty work truck ect. I think we need a no frills cheap small truck today. Comments please. Not
attempting a value judgment on whether those regulations are a good thing, but their existence
is a big factor. Otherwise, I think the price increases are better explained by inflation.
Circumstantial evidence: Notice how supermarket package size is decreasing lately? Apparently
customers would rather buy less than pay more. So if people were to buy enough of them to
amortize the costs efficiently someone could offer a mini truck for that price. I have no doubt an
major manufacturer could make a bare bones small pick up for that. The problem is would there
really be a market for it. I am glad that we have safety regulations. I drove in some deathtraps in

Asia and saw some pretty horrific crashes. No thanks. And my Exhibit B is the Tata Nano.
Stoicism is a minority dissenting position; Epicureanism rules. They represent the greatest
automotive valueâ€”save buying used of course. Easy credit and 5 year loans have encouraged
and enabled buyers at least in USA to go more upscale with their cars and far too many other
gizmos as well, but that is for a different discussion. I will never forget when my 11 year old son
got his first ride in it. He wanted to roll down his window. I bought a stripper Sedona. Front and
rear air, power windows and locks powered bya strong V6 and a 6 speed auto. Everything you
need, nothing you dont. They disappeared because people quit buying less than full size trucks
in significant numbers. At one point the Ranger was solidly in the top 10 selling vehicles in the
US. However peak mini truck was and other than some blips here and there sales of every small
pickup dropped from there. Eventually the sales numbers got to small for it to be worth the
while for every mfg to spend money updating them let alone a serious redesign. At his point the
total less than full size market is only about K per year, not enough for more than a couple of
players to have the potential to make a profit selling them. It had a choppy ride, was slow, noisy,
uncomfortable, and returned about 22mpg on average. During the same period,my employer
provided a Ford F extra cab with 6 ft bed, 4. I had a Ranger, a 90 2. Once a kid came around it
quickly went away. As mentioned in the article with an infant car seat in the middle you were
stuck with only being able to use 1, 3, 5. With it on the outboard position my wife was miserable
traveling for any distance. It got traded in on a 92 Crown Victoria and I picked up a beater 79 F
for truck duty. The Ranger returned 19 mpg in regular driving and 24 mpg on trips, while the
Crown Vic got 20 mpg in daily driving and The F mpg was in the single digits but I could carry in
one trip what could take two in the Ranger. It has almost 1 ton of payload so it actually can haul
a lot of weight if not volume. The story says it was underpowered; I wonder if one got better
mileage vs. I wondered about that too. Was that a Canadian market thing only? The previous 2.
Doug, are you sure it was a 2. The picture of the carb and air cleaner positively identifies it as a
2. I recall rebuilding a one barrel Holley marked Motorcraft on an early 2. It was CA emissions.
Gutless was only the first of many complaints about that truck. By the 2. EPA figures show the
2. Our Dodge Ram Van needs the timing backed way off to pass. Got itâ€¦had forgotten about
the continued availability of a 2. Must have been quite rare. Yes they were rare. They did not
share much with the 2. The head was significantly redesigned and they did a poor job of it too.
That meant that they were prone to cracking. Because of that and their meager sales it was
impossible to find a good head. So someone made an adapter so you could fit a 2. The outers
on the 2. Yup, it was definitely a 2. I think this might have been the last carbureted vehicle sold
by Ford in Canada, I think in 88 every other available Ranger motor was injected, even the 2. The
carb was a horrible design, it had so many vacuum diaphragms and emissions doodads on it I
often considered replacing it with a carb off some older Toyota, but the regular emissions test
and the fact that I needed to drive it every day put me off trying. I liked everything about it but its
absence of power. It could barely keep up with freeway traffic in Houston. BTW, it passed
emissions with no problems. I got so many requests to buy the truck in the two years I owned it
I finally gave in and sold it to a construction worker for his personal ride. I got what I paid for it
two years earlier so except for gas, routine maintenance, and insurance it was a free, if
under-powered ride. A Ranger that looked very much like this was on the periphery of a good
chunk of my childhood. The next year his son went off to college and he relinquished the lead
post, but continued to be involved, and the silver Ranger was a fixture on every camping trip,
hauling as much gear as could be loaded into it and doing an admirable job of keeping up. I
wonder if he still drives the Ranger? People tell stories of long lost trucks the way they would
talk about a long lost relative or friend. Depends on the sedan. When I was young my dad
bought a brand new Checker Marathon. So many fond memories of that car. I want one to outfit
with a modern 4-cyl diesel engine so I can finally have what Mahindra was unable to sell to me.
Been wondering about that myself- Mahindra had a bad name when they first came in to Oz, but
Great Walls are everywhere now. I agree that Great Wall will eventually catch up. Loads of Great
Walls and Fotons here â€” living in a rural town a lot of farmers are buying them. They are much
more heavy-duty than the Great Wall et al though. This brings back some memories. It was only
a few years old and had something like 40km on it, and was apparently in cherry condition. The
old man turned in down, so I had to ask what went wrong. He test drove it in town, and despite
shifting gears like Stirling Moss, he complained that the city bus outran him at the traffic lights.
Definitely a dark year in the life of a gearheadâ€¦. It was black with red velour and aluminum
wheels. I could haul lots of stuff in it and I thought it ran pretty good. That Olds folded up in the
quarter and trunk. I had a broken grill and bent fender and bumper, but drove it away. A couple
of years after that I had a violent transmission failure and had to find a used trans for it. It was
also a real pain in the rear to get the trans out. I talked to someone at the Ford dealership and
was told that the mechanics would all try to get out of doing that job. She put another 10K on it

in the next two years before getting a car to drive to college. I sold it to my nephew and he drove
it for a year before passing it on to someone else. It was a great truck and I never thought it was
underpowered. Lots of these in the high school parking lot growing up graduate the one I
remember was passed around a family with 8 boys and 1 girl. Beat hard, put away wet, kept
going. The girl was in my class, had muscles honed by bailing hay that put most of the male
athletes to shame. A very popular choice for my age group about It is a shame that Ranger size
vehicles no longer sell well. Sort of surprising with fuel prices what they are. Hear lot of
discussion about this size truck and how they are overwhelmed by the size and economy of the
F and others. I must say, however, that if they still made a simple, dependable, and economical
truck for a good price â€” I would buy new again. Every time I buy one for comfort and forget
that formula I have to pay for it. I commented on how well he kept that truck I used to detail cars
and still occasional detail for some people. He pulled me over to the truck and asked if I could
tell if anything was amiss. The speedometer was in Kilometers and the truck sported heavy duty
dual shocks per side. Turns out the truck was supposed to be destined for the South American
market and somehow ended up in a South Philadelphia dealership. My supervisor saw the truck
in the dealership, knew the difference being a gear head himself and bought it on sight. There
must have been some chicanery in getting it registered in the States, but somehow he did. I
instantly detailed it, bought Factory Ford alloy wheels off of eBay, stainless steel cleats for the
bed, and rolled on a bed liner. I used that truck for years and would up selling it for the same
cost I purchased it for. I regret selling it to this day. The carnival always has a raffle for a new
car every year all expenses paid including taxes and one year they were raffling a new reg. He
won that and it is his prize possession. Awesome story. Although full-sized trucks are good for
full-sized tasks, not everyone needs, or even wants a full-sized truck. Sometimes a small truck
is just fine for the job. In the heyday of the mini-truck, such trucks were a viable alternative â€”
in terms of both price and MPG â€” to an economy car. To wit, a Corolla and Pickup were within
shouting distance of each other in price and fuel economy.. That made the Pickup a viable
alternative for young singles, and also the two-car family. The compact truck is no longer a
viable alternative. Is it? A car is fine, but sometimes you need a bed to carry more than what a
simple trunk boot can carry. That is within shouting distance in my book, and not that much
more than pure inflation would price them compared to models. Considering additional safety
and other features, probably a bargain compared to When our neighbors moved in they had a
little square Ranger pickup like that, in two-tone brick red and off-white. It had an exhaust leak
that made it sound like an airplane coming up the driveway. I still see quite a few Ranger trucks
around here. I had the same thing happen with the starter on my 71 Vega. I had no tools so I
pulled off my shoe and used my sock to try to protect my hand as I pulled on the battery cable.
Still burned my fingers, finally grabbed one end of the sock with both hands and the cable
pulled out of the end of the terminal. It worked fine after it was reconnected and never happened
again. It sounds like the 2. In that light car it had good power, but I imagine the gearing and
extra weight and emissions were too much for that engine. I wonder if because it was running
rich it had a plugged converter. That will really cut power. No the Ranger 2. Speaking of gearing
the base 4cyl 5sp Rangers got 4. Guess that explains why those engine have head cracking and
other issues. If Wikipeda is accurate, in 72 with the Pinto it was 86 HP. Probably head
modifications were needed for emission requirements. Interesting the engine is different. Oddly,
for as big of a Toyota lover that he was, he replaced his Yota with a Ranger. Eventually he
replaced all of his Toyotas with Fords. I think he loved that Ranger even more than he did the
Toyota. Turns out the truck caught fire and burned to the ground, along with all of the furniture
we were supposed to get! Long story short, he was in the habit of parking the truck underneath
the Georgia yellow pines behind his house. It seems that a bunch of pine straw dead needles
got into the heater plenum and eventually near the motor; once the heater motor got bogged
down with enough pine straw it overheated. The remaining pine straw in the plastic plenum
caught fire and the truck was toastâ€¦. I think it had over K miles when he bought it, it ran really
well for the remainder of the time he owned it. Good thing it was only 20 minutes or so. Also,
with the 2. One year my BIL and got together and decided to make one trip to the dump rather
than each of us waiting in line for an hour to get in and out. We loaded up that little Ranger with
all kinds of trash. When I finally bought my own pickup, I considered a Ranger and an S; but I
already had kids at that time, so I went with an extended cab Dakota. That was a great truck, but
my kids grew way faster than I anticipated and we were out of room in no time. I agree with
other folks here, even though you can buy a full sized pickup relatively inexpensively, I think a
successor to the VW Pickup or the Dodge Rampage would sell well. When I was a boy, my
stepdad had two compact pickup trucks. He had a Datsun, and then later, a Toyota pickup. We
used it for everything from skiing to camping, to just about everything you would think one
could use a compact truck for. While small trucks may not be for everyone, I believe that people

today would want a compact truck more than that of a full-sized pickup truck. But for smaller,
lighter duty work, a small truck is perfect for the job. I loved that Toyota truck, I miss that Toyota
truck. The 2 liter engines were from Argentina. I had the opportunity to drive my brothers
Ranger with that engine, and yes it did feel underpowered and noisey. Your email address will
not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email.
This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. This is a
story about a relationship that began and ended with shouting. There was only one thing I
disliked about it: Behold the mighty 73hp 2. With no shoutingâ€¦. Posted July 18, at AM.
Spencer Lee. Chris M. Posted July 18, at PM. Eric VanBuren. Posted July 19, at AM. R Henry.
Posted July 20, at AM. The Ford was vastly more comfortable, quieter, more powerful, larger,
and returned about 21 mpg. Sooner or later, someone will figure it out. Have we seen this movie
before? Nice story. Paul Niedermeyer. The 2. Posted July 21, at AM. Dave B. A truly unique
experience. You should share if sometime if you have not already. Professor Lavahot. Don
Andreina. Old Pete. The local farm supply runs a Great Wall. Only one around here, though.
Posted July 19, at PM. Dean Edwards. Mustang Rick. Lee Wilcox. Here is a factor in the death of
the compact truck that everyone seems to missâ€¦ In the heyday of the mini-truck, such trucks
were a viable alternative â€” in terms of both price and MPG â€” to an economy car. Posted July
21, at PM. C Parker. Posted October 20, at AM. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. American Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford. American Brands:
Chrysler. Automotive Histories and Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands. Australian Brands.
European Brands. Trucks, Pickups and Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles. Engines,
Transmissions and other Tech. RVs, Motorhomes, Trailers, Campers. Avatars by Sterling
Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics. All Rights Reserved. How to adjust a carb on a Ford
Ranger 2. With throttle valve seated in bore of carburetor, press down on upper end of
diaphragm shaft until it reached its bottom position. The metering rod arm should now contact
the pump lifter link at the outer end nearest the springs. Adjust by bending the pump connector
link at its lower angle. Loosen choke cover retaining screws and turn choke cover so that line or
Index mark on cover lines up with the specified mark listed in Adjustment Specifications on
choke housing. Temporarily rotate choke housing rich to lightly close choke plate, then
increase an additional 90 degrees. On all models, activate pulldown motor by applying external
vacuum source. Close choke plate as far as possible without forcing it. On all models, using
drill of specified size, check clearance between lower edge of choke plate and the air horn wall.
Adjust as necessary by bending choke diaphragm link. Reconnect pulldown motor vacuum
tube. With the engine idle speed and mixture properly adjusted, the engine at normal operating
temperature, loosen the anti-stall dashpot lock nut. Hold the throttle in the curb idle position
and depress the dashpot plunger. Measure the clearance between the throttle lever and plunger
tip. Tighten the locknut to secure the adjustment. Hold the throttle plate fully open and close the
choke plate as far as possible without forcing it. Use a drill of specified diameter to check the
clearance between choke plate and air horn, Fig. If clearance is not within specification, adjust
by bending arm on choke trip lever of the throttle lever. Bending the arm downward will
decrease the clearance, bending it upward will increase the clearance. If the choke plate
clearance and fast idle cam linkage adjustment was performed with the carburetor on the
engine, adjust the engine idle speed and fuel mixture. Adjust dashpot, if equipped. Position fast
idle screw on second step of fast idle cam and against shoulder of highest step. Using a drill of
specified size, check clearance between lower edge of choke plate and bore. Refer to the
Specifications Chart. To adjust, bend choke connector rod as required, Fig. Invert the air horn
assembly, and check the clearance from the top of the float to the bottom of the air horn with
the float level gauge, Fig. Hold the air horn at eye level when gauging the float level. The float
arm lever should be resting on the needle pin. Do not load the needle when adjusting the float.
Bend the float arms as necessary to adjust the float level clearance. Caution: Do not bend the
tab at the end of the float arm. It prevents the float from striking the bottom of the fuel bowl
when empty. With engine at operating temperature and idle rpm set to specification, open
throttle lever so that there is clearance between throttle lever actuating lever and fuel bowl vent
rod, Fig. Close throttle lever to idle set position and measure travel of fuel bowl vent rod at point
A. Travel of vent rod at point A should be 0. Bend throttle actuating lever at point indicated in
Fig. Back out the idle speed adjusting screw until the throttle plate is closed tight in the throttle
bore. Press down on upper end of diaphragm shaft until diaphragm bottoms in vacuum
chamber. Metering rod should contact bottom of metering rod well, and metering rod should
contact lifter link at the outer end, nearest the springs and at supporting lug. For models not
equipped with metering rod adjusting screw, adjust by bending lip of metering rod arm to which
metering rod is attached, up or down as required. For models equipped with a metering rod adju
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sting screw, turn the adjusting screw until metering rod just bottoms in the body casting, Fig.
For final adjustment turn metering rod adjusting screw in clockwise one additional turn. Please
let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers, Ken Images Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. Can you help please? Is all the linkage still connected? Also, I need to
know if you have an electric thermostat on it or is it heat activated. If I recall, they are heat
activated but when the pedal is put to the floor, it should open. Let me know. Also, let me know
what size engine it is. Was cleaning the intake wiht a spry carb cleaner and the little hose flew
off inot the intake. Will that thing hurt it if io start the engine or do I hacve to take the engine
apart to get it out? Most you would have to do is take off intake. Please login or register to post
a reply. Asked by Tim. We Run An Electric Fuel Asked by tool-world hotmail. Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

